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"Not in a hurry?" Kang Taiye falsely admonished: "it's time for people in their
twenties and twenties to have a home. Otherwise, I can't let go of my bad old man to
go abroad all day long."

When Kang Xinyue and Su Yihao were together, Su Yihao was just an ordinary poor
student. The Kang family originally disagreed with their affairs.

But Kang Xinyue is stubborn and takes Su Yihao for granted. They don't agree, so she
runs away from home. Kang Xinyue doesn't come back until Lord Kang nods.

According to Su Yihao's conditions, it is far fetched to match Kang Xinyue. Lord
Kang contacted the Royal College in England, sent Kang Xinyue and Su Yihao to
further study together, and arranged for Su Yihao to take over a small company in
England, so as to exercise his ability and skill.

Now they have graduated and come back together.

"Xinyue is only twenty-four this year, but it's Mobei. It's twenty-seven this year. Dad,
you don't have to worry about Mobei, but you have to worry about Xinyue first."

Kang Youqin didn't like Su Yihao at first, but Kang Xinyue liked it, and she couldn't
help it. She agreed. Now, of course, it's not that Kang Xinyue's marriage has been
decided. It's just a reminder to Lord Kang that Kang Mobei's business is still here.

"I don't have to worry about my aunt." Conmobei's face is still expressionless, and his
voice sounds cold.

Lord Kang snorted, "his business is up to us?"

"I think the girl Zhiwei arranged for Mobei before he left last time is pretty good. I like
it." Kang Youqin was afraid that Master Kang would not remember, "Dad, do you
remember? "The gold of the Murdoch group?"

"As I said, it depends on Mobei himself." One side has not spoken of Kang Li Qing



suddenly open a way.

Maybe he heard Qi Zhiwei's name from Kang Youqin, and Kang Liqing's face was
cold.

"Listen to Mo Bei? Then he can't tell you what wild flowers and weeds he will bring
back to you Kang Youqin looked at Bai nianxi and said it was her.

Kang Mo North smell speech, light swept Kang You Qin one eye, "if aunt likes
famous family, should first from own son-in-law request is."

As soon as these words came out, the faces of Kang Youqin's three family members
were embarrassed, and Kang Xinyue was even more resentful, "brother."

Kang Tai Yeh interrupted: "well, don't talk about it. It's a good family dinner. Don't
hurt the friendship for some irrelevant people."

The voice fell to the ground, and kangmobei stood up, "since everything here has been
discussed, I'll go first."

Bai nianxi looks at Kang Mo north to want to go, then also followed to stand up.

"Mobei, where are you going?" Kang Liqing opened his mouth and said, "this is a
family dinner. You can go after dinner."

"Didn't grandfather say just now, don't hurt the friendship for irrelevant people? It
seems that I'm not happy to be here. "

Kang Youqin was busy and said, "your grandfather is talking about you. He is
obviously talking about -"

"who are you talking about?" Kangmobei's eyes are like ice skates, cold and sharp.

They are talking about Bai nianxi. Of course, he knows that as his future wife, it
doesn't matter to him whether they like Bai nianxi or not. It's just another matter if they
wantonly humiliate and embarrass her on such an occasion.

"Stay and eat together." Kang Li Qing took a look at Bai nianxi, and a dim light
flashed in his eyes. "You can come back today, don't you have something to say?"

His son, of course, knew. He even guessed seven or eight points about what conmbe
was going to say.

After the dinner table, the atmosphere is not as depressing as before. Lord Kang keeps



asking Kang Xinyue about her overseas situation in recent years. Like a coquettish
child, Kang Xinyue also answers all kinds of questions from Lord Kang. Su Yihao
sometimes puts up a few words beside her.

Bai nianxi sits quietly with Lolo in his arms. Whenever Lolo comes back to Kang's
home, he automatically turns on the silent mode. This time, it's the same, but because
Bai nianxi is by his side, he can still bear to stay.

"By the way, Mobei, didn't you say you had something to say before?" Kang Youqin
suddenly turns the topic to Kang Mobei.

Kangmobei's eyes sank and turned to Bai nianxi. Bai nianxi had just fed Lolo a
spoonful of soup. At this time, he was blowing a spoon in his mouth, ready to send it
to his mouth.

When Bai nianxi drank the soup, Kang Mobei said, "I want to marry her."

The table quieted down for a moment.

Everyone's eyes are focused on Bai nianxi. Bai nianxi's hand with a spoon pauses.
Then he gently puts the soup bowl on the table and turns to the north of Como and
says, "what did you just say?"

"I said Commo North slightly side head, staring at the eyes of Bai nianxi. "I want to
marry you."

……

It turns out that she didn't hear me wrong just now.

The great shock and amazement made Bai nianxi seem particularly calm, and he still
couldn't believe that this was said from the mouth of conmber.

Lolo was the first to react. His serious face showed a bright smile like a flower. He
clapped his hands and said, "yes, yes!"The clear and crisp children's voice is
particularly harsh and abrupt in Kang family's silent dining room.

"Mo, Mo Bei, do you know what you were talking about?" Kang Youqin looks
unbelievable.

Kang Tai Ye is to tighten to wring eyebrow more, "Mo north, you say again."

Sharp eyes coldly scanned everyone's expression on the dinner table, "look at
everyone's reaction, should be to listen to what I just said, then I don't have to say it



again."

"No way!" His voice was trembling and his face was livid.

What are you talking about? Want to marry Bai nianxi? It's nonsense!

"I'm not here to consult you." Conmber's statement was firm, and no one was allowed
to question his determination.

Originally for Bai nianxi, he had patience to wait, but now, he felt that he could not
wait.

He has felt that Bai nianxi's heart has sprouted the idea of leaving him, and what she is
doing now is for the purpose of leaving him, and is also preparing for leaving him.

He was afraid that if he waited any longer, he would face the same result as four years
ago.

She left Lolo once, and there will be another.

"Mobei, you are crazy!" Kang Youqin seems to be the most excited. There is no one in
the family who hates Bai nianxi more than her.

"You don't like a good family, but you mix with such a woman?" Kang Youqin
pointed to Bai nianxi, "yesterday Xinyue also told me that she met you in the
supermarket, you had a dispute. You are a woman, usually arrogant and unreasonable,
but you disguise well in front of Mobei. You have deep intention!"

"Dad, you don't know, Bai nianxi, she --"

"bang" was the sound of Kang Mobei slapping his chopsticks on the dinner table.
Kang Youqin was shocked by the movement and choked on what he was saying.

Kangmobei's eyes were overcast, and his momentum was very terrible.
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